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INTRODUCTION

The Field Reversed Configuration (FRC) is a high (3 plasma with a closed magnetic
field geometry which has great potential to be used as a space propulsive device
and power source. However, present formation techniques are inefficient and
massive, and cannot be extrapolated to reactor conditions since there is no method
to sustain the configuration once formed. The STX experiment has recently begun
experiments to study the formation and sustainment of the FRC using a rotating
magnetic field. The success of this technique would vastly simplify and enable future
FRC endeavors.

It is recognized that nuclear fusion could be an ideal source for space power and
propulsion due to the high specific energy of its fuel, and the high specific impulse
that is inherent in its exhaust products. However, most fusion confinement concepts
are unsuited for space power production due to their large size and complexity, and
are non-ideal for propulsion due to the use of D-T fuel which releases most of its
energy in the form of high energy neutrons. A notable exception to these constraints
is the FRC which is a simple elongated current ring confined in a modest field
solenoidal magnet, as sketched in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. FRC as Power Source and Ion Engine for High Energy Space Missions.

The FRC lacks any significant toroidal field, which results in a compact high p
plasma that is suitable for burning advanced aneutronic fuels. Synchrotron radiation
would limit ignition of high temperature aneutronic fuels in the low |3 environment of
most confinement geometries. The linear geometry and magnetic separatrix are a
natural attribute for propulsive applications. Despite observed experimental
robustness, the stability of FRCs is uncertain due to a lack of magnetic shear, but



kinetic effects have been demonstrated to stabilize FRCs up to at least modest sizes
in the completed LSX experiments [1]. Further stability studies require a formation
method that would allow the flux to be increased in the equilibrium FRC in order to
produce the conditions relevant to a FRC reactor.

The near ideal reactor attributes of the FRC has led the DOE to fund an extension
of the LSX program, TCS (Translation Confinement & Sustainment), designed to
reach ever larger sizes for investigating confinement and stability limits. An
important aspect of that program is the application of a rotating magnetic field (RMF)
to both enlarge and sustain the plasma. The RMF is a uniform rotating field that is
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Figure 2: Schematic of RMF antenna and resultant magnetic field.

always transverse to the axis of symmetry, as shown on Figure 2. It has been
demonstrated that the RMF can drive steady azimuthal currents in cold FRCs in the
Australian Rotomak experiments [2]. These experiments however have never
shown plasma confinement, since the open transverse RMF field componant was as
large or larger than the confining axial field. The TCS experiment will employ the
standard Field Reversed Theta Pinch (FRTP) technique for making large, hot FRCs.
It is anticipated that the RMF field will then penetrate the FRC on a diffusion time
scale and then sustain the configuration. STX however avoids the uncertainty of the
penetration problem by initiating the FRC with the RMF already present.

RMF THEORY

The RMF drives a strong azimuthal current that reverses the direction of the
external magnetic field and produces the FRC configuration (Figure 2). Unlike FRTP
formation, where this current is driven by an induced azimuthal voltage caused by a
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rapid reversal of the external field, the RMF current is driven in an inherently steady
state manner which should allow for the subsequent sustainment of the
configuration. A starting point for understanding the current drive process is the
generalized Ohm's Law:

E = rij+jxB/ne = r|[j + (oWvei)jxeb]. (1)

If the Hall term jxB/ne is negligible, the electrons are unmagnetized, E9 = Tjje is
positive, and from Faraday's law, d<|)/dt is negative. This means flux is leaving the
FRC (less field reversal) and it is decaying. With the Hall term included, Ee, for
sufficiently small r| or large jzBr, can be negative. The axial current is driven by an
induced axial electric field, and the Hall term has the opposite sign of r\\Q. When Ee is
negative, d<\>/6\. is positive, flux is entering the FRC, and it is growing (more field
reversal). In the fluid picture, the RMF, when fully penetrated, creates an oscillatory
Ez = corBr which drives j z such that <jzBr> reverse the ohmic r|je. In the particle picture,
the electrons appear to be tied to the RMF and rotate co-synchronously with it, while
the ions remain at rest.

The first requirement on the RMF, as has been mentioned above, is that the
electrons be magnetized while the ions are not.

V e i « COce COci < CORMF < COce (2a,b)

This requirement is obvious from the extended form of Equation (1), where the Hall
term is given in terms of coce/vei- &>ce = eBRMF/me and cod = eBRMF/mi are the electron
and ion gyro-frequencies with respect to the rotating field. Equation 2a is satisfied as
one increases BRMF and Te while decreasing n (vei <^.n/Te

3/2). However, according to
Equation 2b, increasing BRMF forces one to select a higher CORMF- Even if the ions are
not magnetized, it is also necessary that the electrons do not transfer their
momentum to the ions over a long time scale. Two-fluid calculations show this is
easy to achieve with even minimal fueling rates since the fuel ions are deposited with
zero angular momentum, and they diffuse out much faster then they gain momentum
from collisions with the electrons [3].

The second requirement on the RMF is that it penetrates the plasma. The RMF
effective skin depth should be on the order of the FRC's radius. The solution of
Ohm's law, neglecting the Hall term, is characterized by the RMF penetrating a
distance 5 = (2r)/co|u.o)1/2, which is the resistive skin depth for a conductor in an RF
field. The regime of interest, however, occurs for a hot low resistivity plasma, with vei
« (Dee. In this regime, the Hall term dominates and the solution to Ohm's law yields
je = nerco and j z = Ez/(r|cace2/2vei

2), which states that the electrons are in synchronous
rotation with the RMF and their axial oscillation is severely restricted. This suggests
an effective resistivity of r|eff = Ticoce

2/2vei
2, and an effective skin depth of 5eft

=(C0ce/Vei)5.

One can then define two dimensionless parameters that describe the RMF
penetration condition.

A R/8 (3)
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Penetration can be maintained as long as ym > X.

In order to penetrate, a somewhat larger field is required as can be seen in the
numerical solution to the penetration
of a conducting cylinder shown in Fig.
3. It is believed that the initial STX
electron temperature Te ~ 2.5 eV. The
initial experiments were performed at
an RMF frequency co=2.2x1O6 rad/sec,
at a peak RMF field Bw=25 Gauss. c
The initial density from axial
interferometry is ~ 5x1018 m'3. These
conditions imply a X ~ 10, with a yM = 6
This value is not above critical and the
current driven is less than that
expected from fully synchronized
electrons.

STX APPARATUS

Figure 3: Ratio of the current driven to total
maximum current, ccs as a function of the
penetration parameters y and co.

The STX vacuum wall consists of a 3-m long, 40-cm diameter quartz plasma tube
that is surrounded by 4 turn solenoidal coils to provide an axial confinement field.
Special "half" turn antennas, described below, produce the rotating magnetic field. A
schematic of the device is shown below in Fig. 4.

0.4 m

3m

RMF Antennas

Two mutually perpendicular coils running the length of the experiment and driven
90 degrees out of phase generate the RMF. (Figure 2) To satisfy field uniformity
constraints, each antenna coil is separated into 2 parallel coils, where the coil
separation is set by a Helmholtz minimization to be R when the wires are at radius R
from the axis of the machine. The antennas are placed outside the confinement
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coils, at R = 0.36 m, for flexibility and ease of assembly. The large radius provides
for great field uniformity inside the 0.2-m plasma tube radius.

RMF Power Supplies

In order to drive the RMF antennas, the 2 power supplies must be capable of
delivering several megawatts for the duration of the experiment in order to rapidly
ionize the plasma and heat it well past any radiation barrier.

The antenna power is provided by a resonant LC tank circuit driven by Isolated
Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) switches which are very high current on-off solid state
devices. Each of two power supplies
employ twelve IGBTs in parallel, with a
primary current on the order of 12 kA.
This current passes through the primary
of a 20:1 air core transformer the
secondary of which forms a parallel LC
tank circuit (Q-100), where the inductor
is the RMF antenna. The tank circuit
transforms the square wave nature of
the switch into a sinusoid. The IGBTs
hold the voltage on the antenna
constant, so that as the plasma load
increases, more current is drawn from
the switches. For tens of microseconds,
the primary current output of 10 kA can
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be exceeded by a factor up to a factor
of 3 without switch failure. The
circulating current ramp-up from the
vertical field antenna is shown in figure 5.

Experimental Results

Figure 5: Experimental traces during the initial
ramp-up of antenna current. From the top down,
IA is the total circulating current, lp is the current
flow in the transformer primary, and Vp is the
voltage across the transformer primary.

FRC's were generated using only the RMF antennas. The time history for
excluded flux signals at various axial locations for two discharges are shown in
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Figure 6 above. The time history of the of the external magnetic field as well as the
FRC excluded flux radius is shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. Time hisory of external axial
field and IBJ.
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Figure 8. Time history of the excluded
flux radius.

It can be see that when the external field is kept low, just enough to keep the
separatrix inside the vacuum wall, the FRC is maintained for the entire length of time
that the RMF is applied. When the magnetic field is increased the current drive is
seen to be lost. Using a slower magnetic field risetime (-0.3 msec) allowed for some
understanding as to what may be happening as the axial B field is increased. For
this case the axial interferometer yields a density time history at a radius of 12 cm as
shown in Fig. 9. The filling pressure for this discharge was 0.4 mTorr D2. This
corresponds to a neutral D density of 2.67x1019 m"3, so that the gas is only partially
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Figure 9. Electron density ne at r = 12 cm. Density is inferred from a 1.Q6p.m
double-oass axial interferometer.

ionized at any time. The isolation of the FRC from the wall apparently allows for the
ohmic heating of the driven FRC to increase in density. If the electron temperature is
clamped by preionization losses, the parameter X decreases until the condition for
current drive is no longer satisfied (see Fig. 3). At this point the FRC decays and
only a skin current is driven. This current is only sufficient to cause a reduction in the
axial field, not reversal. This is manifested by a constant excluded flux signal along
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the entire plasma column as in Fig. 6a after the first 100 |isec. The results from an
Internal radial array of B probes confirms this transition.

By measuring the increase in antenna resistance due to the plasma loading, one
has a measure of the plasma resistivity. Ohmic heating power, Pa from a rigid rotor
current profile, which is the result expected from the synchronous rotation of the
electrons, yields

Pa = jiifdVol = 9^I2
e (4)

where ls is the FRC length. The driven current can be related to the external field
through Ampere's law:

B =
2/,

(5)

The power delivered by the RMF antennas to the plasma is shown in Fig. 10. For
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Figure 10. Increase in power loading of RMF antennas due to the presence of plasma.

low temperature plasmas the resistivity is typically classical. For this case, solving
for the resistivity using equations 4 and 5, one has for the electron temperature.

Te{eV) = 60
ls{m)B2

e{kG)

PQ(MW)

During the period of field reversal, PQ ~ 1.6 MW, ls ~ 2 m, and Be ~ 0.08 kG, which
implies an effective electron temperature of 2.5 eV.

In order to achieve full penetration the ionization must be ~ 100%. Only then will
the electron temperature increase and maintain the ratio of yto A, in a regime where
the field will drive the full current. It is clear that the magnitude of the RMF field must
be increased to accomplish this as well as a decrease in the starting neutral
pressure. Future experiments will be focused in this direction.
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